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Hunger games vocabulary chapter 4

Singa appeared to clean up Hamic, who was drunk and had fallen into his own vomit. As Katniss sits in her room, she wonders why Pieta did it, then realizes he might be nice. She decided that it was more dangerous for her than a non-like Peeta and decided not to approach him. When he threw the cookies his father
gave her out the window, they landed in a field of dandelions and recalled collecting dandelions with Recalls after realizing he would have to feed his family. Her mother, who is an apoteca, has a book describing plants that can be used for healing, and in it she finds notes made by her father for which the plants are
edible. The next day, she went alone into the forest and began hunting and swearing regularly to keep her family alive. What she caught or collected that she didn't need will sell or sell in Hoth. One day, she noticed some katis, the plant she was named after, in a lake. She dug up her roots, and that night, when her
family was full, too. Her mother also began to return to normal. Katniss, however, has never completely forgiven the weakness and their relationship has never been the same. Katniss wonders what her mother and Ism are doing at home and falling asleep. He's going to the train car in the morning. Effie, Pita and Hamic
are there. Hamic is already drinking, and Pieta is angry with him because he has to advise them. He slaps the drink out of Hamic's hand. Hamic hit him, and Katz stabbed his knife into the table between his hand and the liquor bottle. Hamic wonders if there are fighters this year and asks Catanis what else he can do with
a knife. She pulls him off the table and skillfully throws it against the wall. If they don't interfere with his drinking, Hamic says he'il help them. His first advice is that whatever their stylists do, they shouldn't resist. The train is finally arriving at the Capitol. Katniss and Pieta are amazed by his grandeur and strangeness. All
people have strange hair and painted faces. Pieta waves to the people gathered to see the coming of honor. He says he's waving because some of them may be rich, and Katniss realizes he can plan a way to survive the Games, which makes him a threat to her. Recap: Chapter 5 On Capitol Hill, a team of people drag
the hairs on Katniss' body to prepare her for her stylist, Chyna. Chinna is quiet and modest. In his first year working as a stylist for the Hunger Games, and to Katniss' surprise, he asked for the honor of impoverished Ward 12. It's typical of the tributes to dress in a style that reflects their area, and Cinna says because the
District 12 industry is coal-fired, katniss and Peeta's costumes will reflect the basic function of coal, which is to burn. Her suit will be lit with a synthetic flame, and Chana calls her the girl who was set on fire. In their costumes – an unusual touch, as the tribute is rarely To match - Katniss and Peeta are escorted to a main
square in the city, where they will go in front of the huge audience. In other counties, everyone turns around, and just before Katniss and Pieta show up, Chyna lights them up and tells them to hold hands. They appear and are an instant sensation. The crowd loves them, and because of Chyna's work, they are the most
memorable tributes of the night. Summary: Chapter 6 At the Training Center, where tributes remain until the games start, Effie Trinket speaks enthusiastically about Katniss and Pieta. Meanwhile, Katniss is in awe of how luxurious her room is. Katniss finds everyone, including stylists, in the dining room for dinner. All
servers are young people dressed in white tunics. Katniss, who drank wine, said he knew one of them, a girl with red hair, and then realized that this man was connected to a bad memory. Effie hugs her, saying she can't know Avox. Hamic explains that Avox is a man who committed a crime and cut off his tongue.
Katniss says this must be a mistake, and Pieta disguises her by saying the girl looks like someone from there. Everyone talked about their success at the ceremony, and then Haimich told Katniss and Pieta to go to sleep. Their training begins the next day. Kattennis and Pieta go to the roof, where they can talk without
being heard. There is an electrified field around it, so the tribute can not jump, and Pyta leads Katniss to a garden where wind chimes and wind will cover their voices. Kanis said she and Gail were hunting in the woods one day when they saw rags-looking girls and boys fleeing in terror. The ship turned up and caught the
girl in a net. He pulled her out immediately, then shot the boy with a spear that had a rope attached and dragged his body. Then he disappeared. Katniss said that before the girl was kidnapped, she locked her eyes, but Katniss didn't do anything. Memory haunts her. They go back inside because it's cold, and Pieta asks
Katniss if Gail is related. He asks if Gail came to say goodbye when she left. He said it was, but Pieta's father did. Pieta mentions that his father knew Katniss' mother. They said good night, and in her room, Katniss sees the red Awox. She asks the girl to pick up some clothes in Chyna, and as she sleeps, she wonders if
the girl would be happy to watch her die in the games. Analysis The clash between Kanis's poor upbringing and the wealth of the Capitol continues during these chapters. In Chapter 4, we see katniss learning to feed the fodder, and she describes how after eating from the roots of katis that she and her family felt full for
the first time in months. A few paragraphs later, the story goes back to the present, and Katniss sits down for a big breakfast with eggs, ham, french fries, bread and more The theme continues in Chapter 5, when Katniss meets Chyna. At the push of a button, Cinnamon summons a giant food, prompting Katniss to literally
consider the days of effort that will be needed to prepare the same dish at home. The scene highlights just how many people are on Capitol Hill compared to those in districts, especially poorer neighborhoods like District 12. Mentor wise and trusted guide and counselor For a few minutes, Peeta and I take to the stage
our mentor tries to rise from the slippery nasty things from his stomach. Sinisterly causing or capable of causing nausea For a few minutes, Pieta and I take the stage of our mentor, trying to rise from the slippery nasty things from his stomach. Embroidered decorate with embroidery Since we can not exactly put it on
embroidered beds tablecloths, we drag it into the bath and turn the shower on it. A grateful feeling or showing gratitude I can not help but feel a little grateful, since the last thing I want to do is undress Halep, wash the vomit from his chest hair, and put him to bed. I think deeply about the subject, so I ponder why he insists
on taking care of Hamitch, and suddenly I think it's because he's nice. The gorge overeat or eats immodestly tonight, we curled up on dandelion salad and the rest of the bread. the reason to wake up or consciously She woke up, skinned the carcass, and made a stew with the meat and some green Prim had gathered.
Carcass the carcass of an animal, it rebelled, skinned the carcass, and made a stew with the meat and some greenery Prim had gathered. fit for use as food Many are edible, but a fake mouth and you are dead. they were old, twisted and covered in tails, and some little clapping in me hated her for her weakness, for her
careless carelessness, for the months she subjected us. Fragily delicate, or has she already begun to slip away, leaving the weight of the world on my sister's fragile shoulders? deterioration worsens or breaks down as a long sleep that deteriorates into a nightmare. Oblivion oblivion, so I let the train shake me into
oblivion. intricately developed or filled with care, and in a minute of detail I slept in the intricate knitted hair that my mother made for a harvest and does not look very bad, so I just leave it. Hamic's sneering yellow or senseless behavior, his face puffy and red from previous days, has caught on. Laughter quietly or
restrained Hamic, his face puffy and red from the day before, laughed. Smolder a large deep-serving dish with a lid on the fruit sits in ice to cool it down. They are invited, although the rest of the meal shakes, I ignore it until I drain my glass. accompany a friend who is often with another When my stomach feels as if it is
about to split, I bend over and accept in my breakfast inconsistently unable to express himself clearly or freely, He will be incoherent when we reach Capitol Hill. I hate hate it very much, I realize I hate Hamitch. divert preventing the appearance of; To prevent it from happening, I'm trying to deflect his shot, but he didn't
come. prod push against gentle obey and he circles us, prompting us like animals, checking our muscles, examining our faces. They obstruct a structure or object that impedes free movement The mountains form a natural barrier between the Capitol and the eastern regions. greatness of the quality of magnificent or
magnificent Cameras have not lied about their greatness. twinkle to eat as if they were wet, if anything, they have not captured the grandeur of the gleaming buildings in a rainbow of hues that rise in the air, the shiny cars rolling along the wide paved streets, the strange dressed people with strange hair and painted faces
who have never missed food. a tint of color quality determined by their dominant wavelength If anything, they have not captured the splendor of the gleaming buildings in a rainbow of shades that rise in the air, the shiny cars that roll along the wide paved streets, strangely dressed people with strange hair and painted
faces who have never missed food. Zoom gaze, but Pieta holds on to his ground, actually waving and smiling at the crowd of spectators. Crowd.
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